
GREYSTONE COLLECTION



WHY WINDOW NATION?
OVER 500,000 WINDOWS INSTALLED IN MORE THAN 80,000 HOMES

The Window Nation Story
At Window Nation, we are proud of the partnerships and 

affiliations that we have developed and the relationships that 

have cultivated over the years.

• 50 point factory inspection 

• 20 point installation review 

• 97% customer satisfaction on clean up and safety 

• Custom windows made to 3mm for precision, accuracy, and a tight seal 

• Over 150,000 windows installed last year with 99.5% requiring no  
follow up service

• Window Nation uses America’s only integrated system of window 
installation materials, insulation, sealant, and caulking

• OSI Quad Form

• OSI Quad Max exterior sealant 

• Ultra-Premium high performance exterior trim coil

• Installation crew leaders average more than 20,000 windows and  
16 years experience 

• Service technicians with an average of 15 years’ experience 

• Over 500,000 windows installed in over 80,000 homes 

• 5th largest window retailer in the country, ranked by  
Remodeling Magazine

• Over 1,500 custom window and door style combinations 

• Name brand windows available in vinyl, wood, and fiberglass 

• Energy Star rated products 

• Windows engineered for the specific climate we live in

• A+ BBB rating 

• Angie’s List Super Service award winner 

• Limited Lifetime Warranty 

• Exclusive 30-Day Price Protection Guarantee 

• Licensed, bonded, and insured
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Bring comfort, beauty and value to your home

The energy efficient Window Nation Greystone Collection windows feature thermally fused frames and 

performance glass options that protect your home from the outside elements. Crafted of premium vinyl, these 

windows are virtually maintenance-free, never needing painting or refinishing to retain their beauty. And for 

your peace of mind, they are backed by a transferable limited lifetime warranty, so you can rest assured your 

investment will be protected for years to come.

OVER 500,000 WINDOWS INSTALLED IN MORE THAN 80,000 HOMES
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The Guide to Window Performance

Innovative Frame Technology Features

Choices you should consider when considering energy-efficient windows for your home. 

For outstanding energy efficiency

Panes of Glass Two or three panes of glass decreases the amount of temperature transfer 
from outside your home.

Glass Coatings Thin, virtually invisible Low-E metallic coatings on the glass surface reduce 
heat transfer and protect against UV rays.

Insulation Insulating material fills cavities within the frame and sash to improve the 
efficiency of your windows.

Gas Fill
Non-toxic gases inserted between the glass panes, instead of air, help 

further insulate the window and increase efficiency.

Warm Edge 
Spacer System

Spacers separate and secure the glass panes to optimize the performance 
and structure of the glass pack.

Vinyl Virgin vinyl does not peel or chip like painted wood windows, requiring 
less maintenance over time.

1. Exclusive fiberglass-enriched 
polyurethane sash reinforcement
2. Double Pane Extreme Low-E Glass
3. Duralite spacer system
4. Insulating core multi-cavity  
foam-filled frame injections

Our exclusive fiberglass-enriched polyurethane sash reinforcement was designed with  
superior performance in mind, taking the place of traditional materials such as 
aluminum. This insulating core provides higher energy efficiency than conventional 
reinforcement materials while maintaining structural integrity for peace of mind.

To stand up to efficiency needs in any climate, we also incorporate multi-cavity, 
foam-filled injections in both the frame and sash. This thermal-enhancing insulation, in 
combination with select, dead-air chambers helps to optimize each window’s thermal 
properties, keeping your home comfortable all year-round. These insulating core sash 
and frame enhancements help make the Greystone Collection one of the most energy 
efficient, durable window systems available on the market today.
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Performance Features

q Fusion-welded sashes and frame add 
strength and boost insulation

q Constant force coil balance offers incredibly 
easy window operation

q Double strength Extreme Low-E glass with 
insulating argon gas provides outstanding 
thermal efficiency

q Dual push-button night latches position 
sashes for optimal ventilation

q Integrated slim-line lift rail allows you to 
easily lift and lower the sash

q Locking half screen is standard

q Dual positive-action cam locks increase 
security 

q Interlocking sashes help keep the  
 elements out

q Multi-cavity, foam-filled injections in both the 
frame and sash for optimal thermal insulation

q Fiberglass-enriched polyurethane sash 
reinforcement provides superior frame 
strength

q Industry-leading spacer system for premium 
performance and structural integrity
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Make a statement

Choose from a wide selection of complimentary 

styles and specialty shapes to enhance your home.
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Double Hung Windows
The classic style of double hung windows is a popular choice, offering effortless 
operation. These windows open at the top and bottom, allowing optimal airflow and 
ventilation. Cleaning double hung windows is easy because both sashes tilt in.

Features:
q Sashes tilt in for easy cleaning from inside your home

q Interlocking sashes overlap to help eliminate air infiltration

q Smooth sash operation with constant force coil balances

q Dual push-button night latches position sashes for optimal ventilation and safety

q Integrated slim-line lift rail makes opening and closing the window easy
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Sliding Windows
Easily open sliding windows with the push of a finger, this window 
style is great for horizontal spaces in your home. Sliding windows 
are available in two or three panel configurations.

Features:
q Integrated glide rail for easy sash opening and closing

q Tandem rollers ride easily along the friction-free glide channel

q Fusion-welded sashes and frame add strength and boost insulation

q Dual positive-action cam locks increase security

q Half screen is standard
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Casement and Awning Windows
Casement and awning windows open outward 90 degrees for better ventilation  
and fit both traditional and contemporary home designs. These are some of the 
most energy efficient styles, because when closed, the sash is fully encompassed  
in the frame.

Features:
q Narrow profile expands your viewing area

q  Low profile nesting handles don’t interfere with blinds and create a sleek look

q  Fusion-welded frame and sash offers weather-tight performance

q  Full-perimeter double weather stripping helps prevent air infiltration when closed

q  Full screens mount on the interior window and are easily removable 

Casement windows have an Intercept spacer
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Picture and Shape Windows
Give your home personality and curb appeal with fixed picture or shape windows. 
These windows provide a wide open view to the outdoors, and allow you to create 
custom configurations with a variety of shapes and sizes.

Features:
q Fusion-welded sashes and frame add strength and boost insulation 

q Optional Low-E glass with insulating argon gas provides outstanding thermal efficiency

q Optional grids are fixed between the glass and never need cleaning

Full Round Half Round Octagon Trapezoid Triangle
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Bay and Bow Windows
Add light and space to your room with bay or bow windows, which 
extend out from your home’s exterior. Not only do these windows 
add architectural interest and dramatic curb appeal, they also 
provide space for a window seat or shelf, enhancing your interior.

Features:
q Bay windows are available in 30 or 45 degree configurations with double hung, casement or 

picture window flankers

q Bow windows are available in either 3, 4 or 5 joined double hung, casement or picture window 
configurations

q Select from a wide array of premium glass, grid and finish options to create the perfect fit for 
your home’s décor
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Add color and style to your home

With truly distinctive window design options.

Vinyl Colors*:

Color Options

White Almond

Paint Exterior Colors*:

TanBronzeBrick Red Gray

Black ClayHunter 
Green

Dark 
Chocolate

Terratone

Lock Color Options

Note: Locks are color matched to vinyl 

White Almond

Note: Grid offering limited to 5/8” contoured on exterior painted windows. Black 
exterior paint not available with casement and awning windows.

Grid Options

5/8" Flat 5/8" 
Contoured

*Printing process may affect color shown. Please refer to actual window 
sample when selecting colors. Only use mild, water based household cleaner 
on painted product and rinse immediately with water. See full cleaning 
instructions for details. 
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Endless possibilities

Add unique style to your home with  

countless custom design solutions.
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High-Performance Glass

Greystone Collection windows are designed with state-of-the-art glass technology to give you outstanding 

thermal efficiency. With a unique triple-layer coating and an insulating chamber of argon gas, our Extreme 

Low-E glass systems keep your home comfortable in any season. To resist seal failure, Greystone Collection 

windows are built with a special insulated spacer, to keep the edges of the glass warmer, dramatically 

reducing condensation while keeping cold air out and warm air in.

Extreme Low-E Glass Plus
Our ultimate performance glass package provides 
optimal solar control, high visibility and maximum 
cost savings. It might just make all other Low-E 
glass obsolete, with it’s superior levels of year-
round comfort and energy efficiency.

Extreme Low-E Glass Plus offers three invisible 
tinted glass, in addition to the superior thermal 
performance of argon gas. Argon gas works 
like an insulating blanket between two panes of 
glass to further improve thermal efficiency and 
decrease outside sound levels. 

Greystone Windows come standard with double 
strength glass and offer exceptional fading 
protection, blocking 95% of the sun’s damaging 
rays. ENERGY STAR® Most Efficient glass 
provides industry leading thermal resistance, 
noise reduction and protection from the sun. In 
a double-pane window it is the only glass that is 
compliant in every ENERGY STAR® zone.

ENERGY STAR® compliance available 
in all series. Verify product specifics 
before ordering.

Extreme Low-E Double-Pane:

Duralite 
Spacer

Three layers of 
Low-E Coating

Double Pane

Argon 
Fill

Low-E glass reduces heat gain from the sun in the summer, 
keeping your home cooler. In the winter, Low-E glass lets 
the warm solar rays in while blocking the heat in your 
home from getting out.

Summer  
Solar Heat

Visible Light

Warmth

Visible Light

Winter  
Solar Heat
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Installing / Finishing Replacement Windows

Quality guaranteed with the industry’s strongest warranty

Purchasing quality replacement windows is crucial, but it’s only step one. Seeing your new windows properly 

installed is arguably more important.

Window Nation utilizes the most highly skilled and trained 
individuals who specifically specialize in the installation of only 
windows and doors. Since every installer undergoes weeks of 
training and is certified by the factory you are ensured there 
will never been finger pointing if a warranty issue arises. They 
are true experts in their field with the average installation team 
completing over 20,000 window installations.

It’s critical that all the pieces that go into your new window 
installation work together — insulation, sealants  and the 
window itself. There is only one “system” of installation materials 
in North America that is specifically designed to be compatible 
with the windows, your house, and with each product in the 
system; and it is used on every install we complete. A perfect 
installation requires the use of these premium allied materials to 
ensure an air and water tight seal that lasts.

Greystone Collection windows are backed by a transferable limited lifetime warranty, and glass components feature a lifetime 
glass breakage warranty. Each Greystone Collection window is individually registered to expedite parts identification and 
replacement. See warranty card for complete details.

99.5% of our windows installed 
required no follow up service.

Independent surveys show our  
customers rate our installation crews 
at 97% on cleanliness and safety.

Our installers complete over 2,400 
hours of installer training across the 
company yearly.
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